The efforts recently put forth by the Tennis Association have met with much success, in that permission has been granted to place four courts upon the area behind the Architectural Building. Professor Burton has had the surveying in charge, and as soon as the debris near the surface has been removed, grading will commence. After the unsuccessful efforts of the Association last year, it is most encouraging to see what the renewed interest in tennis has been able to accomplish for the sport at Technology.

We have recently been approached by several students who have intimated their desire to see a debating club organized at Technology, the membership of which would be open to men of all courses. While the plan meets with our hearty approval, we would suggest that in the event of the formation of such a club, its by-laws should rigidly require each candidate for admission to give satisfactory evidence of his eligibility; for the election to any organization, and especially a debating club, of men who are not sufficiently interested in its work to take an active part in its proceedings, is serious hindrance to success and progress.

Many will recall the fact that the decline of the Twentieth Century Club, a debating club which flourished here a few years ago, was mainly due to the existing evil of a constantly increasing, not over-active, membership, and the example which this club presents to us should not be forgotten in case the constitution of a new club is framed; and steps should be taken to provide against the election to membership of other than thoroughly enthusiastic men.

The notices of meetings which may be posted upon the bulletin in Rogers corridor. It will be remembered that it was owing to the efforts of the Institute Committee that the bulletin was provided, in the hope that it might be made of great value to the student body.

Of late the board has lost much of its usefulness through the negligence of the various organizations, which have failed to give information of approaching meetings. The value which the bulletin may have, if maintained on an efficient basis, is apparent. Mr. W. M. Hall, '98, will have charge of the board for the present year, and notices should be sent to him through Box 35, Cage.